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Abstract - The purpose of our project is to implement a

160-166°c is obtained then according to requirement some
mix are sent to batch off and some into final batch.

technique for stacking of batches in banbury mixer
automatically. The implementation of the desired technique
will help in the uniform stacking of each batch coming out of
the banbury mixer which goes in to the extruder. At present
the batches coming out are arranged uniformly by manual
work which is a very difficult and tedious. If this unarranged
batches enter into the extruder it will result in uneven cutting,
jamming and affect the homogeneity which will lead to
wastage of materials. Implementing this technique help to
overcome the problem and enhances production.

THIRD STAGE: Batch off mill –First the mixed compound is
passed through rollers and made into continuous sheets then
it is passed through oil and soap solution and it enters into
the cooling rack as loops. The sheets are cooled with the help
of cooling fan (total number of fan-32) which is present on
both sides of cooling rack. It passes through conveyor belt
into wig wag. Then it is stacked in to skid.
FORTH STAGE: The stacked material on the skid is
transported with the help of skid pallet trolley to the mill.
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2. PROBLEM INVOLVED AND ITS EFFECTS

1.INTRODUCTION

The Banbury mixer remains the first choice for diverse
applications in the tyre industry because it is ideally suited
to the specific requirements of multi-step mixing
applications. Criteria such as good intake and discharge
behavior, excellent dispersion and distribution quality, and
optimal cooling behavior guarantee efficiency

•Off Centering
Initial problem observed was off centering of sheet while it
passes through the conveyor belt after the cooling rack.
•Height Difference
Height difference between the wig wag and the skid pallet
causes non-uniformity in stacking.
EFFECTS
•Homogeneity
If the batch is not uniformly stacked, when it fed into the mill
through auto stacker homogeneity of the mix will be lost.
•Jamming
When it is passes through the roller due to non-uniform in
stacking jamming occurs between the rollers which can
cause damage to the machine.
•Quality
If the stacking is not uniform the quality of the final product
will be lost.

1.1 PRODUCTION STAGES

3. CORRECTIVE MEASURES

Industrial mixer: Industrial mixers and blenders are used to
mix or blend a wide range of materials used in different
industries including the food, chemical, pharmaceutical,
plastic and mineral industries. They are mainly used to mix
different materials using different types of blades to make a
good quality homogeneous mixture.
They can operate at different temperatures and pressures
for mixing different solutions and can also have internal or
external heating systems added to them.

The main aim of implementation of this project or design is
for uniform stacking of batches in a banbury mixer.
The solution to the project is achieved by application of a
design which automatically enables uniform stacking of
batches in banbury mixer.
The technique followed presently is merely a manually
operated system in which the stacking is basically done with
the help of workers employed in these sections because of
which the stacking is non-uniform in nature which causes

FIRST STAGE: The first process in banbury machine is
Carbon charging. In carbon charging different types of
carbon according to the properties required, a particular
type carbon is used, and then it is processed to the next
stage.
SECOND STAGE: There are two master batches and two final
batches. In master batch compounds like synthetic rubber,
natural rubber, silica, Sulphur, etc. are mixed together with
actuating motion of ram. In this process temperature up to
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4.2. MOTOR SPECIFICATION

blockage of the material within the process, hence the
homogeneity of the compound is lost

TO CALCULATE MOTOR POWER

4.DESIGN DESCRIPTION

POWER= M.G.V ……………...(I)
M

=mass of the extended portion

=5kg.
G

=acceleration due to gravity=9.81m/s2.

V

=velocity of the extended portion=h/t.

H

=height moved in unit time, t.

Therefore,
P

=5×9.81× (0.02/3)
=0.327kw

=0.438hp.

4.1 COMPONENTS OF DESIGN

•Cooling Rack
It consists of 32 cooling fans through which the rubber sheet
goes through the rack in the form of loops.
•C-Shape Clamp
It is used to prevent the off centering of the rubber sheets as
it goes through the conveyor.
•Wig Wag
It is used for stacking of rubber sheets

Fig -1 Schematic Diagram

The problem of off-centering is corrected by the use of cshaped clamps at the sides of the conveyer belt because of
which the compound flows through the path which it is
actually desired to flow.
The problem of height difference is tackled by the aid of
extended portion of wig wag thus eliminating the fall of
compound under free fall due to gravity causing nonuniformity of stack in the pallet.
The extended portion of wig wag is adjustable with the
help of rack and pinion mechanism actuated by a motor
provided, this extended portion of wig wag is basically a Tshaped plate of aluminum.
A proximity sensor is placed at the top of wig wag system in
order to ensure that the extended portion of wig wag stops at
a vertical height after stacking is done. This height is actually
set in order to make sure that the extended portion of wig
wag doesn’t go beyond that point.

Fig -2 stacking
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•Extended T-Shaped Plate

This is implemented to provide the uniform stacking of
rubber sheet.
•Rack and Pinion Mechanism
This mechanism is provided for the up and down motion of
the extended plate.
•Electric Motor
0.5 HP DC electric motor is provided to power the motion to
rack and pinion mechanism
•Connecting Rod
It is used to connect the two t-shaped extension plates.
•Proximity Sensor
It is use to control the vertical motion of the extended wig
wag within a certain limit.

5.ADVANTAGES
1.Simple Mechanism
2.Cost Efficiency
3.Minimized Labor Effort
4.Uniform Stacking
5.Avoid Off Centering
6.Automated Mechanism
7.High Production Rate
8.Durable

3. CONCLUSIONS

The problem faced in stacking process was properly
evaluated and thereby the correct measures were taken by
adopting a design which could provide a way for uniform
stacking of batches in the banbury mixer. There by
increasing the productivity by minimizing the losses.
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